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Jolocom offers a customizable suite of next-generation IAM products
including software components, robust implementations, and tools
for both developers and end-users.
Users are provided a digital identity based on cryptographic keys that are
locally generated, provisioned and controlled by the users themselves.
Individuals & organizations — even IoT devices — can use Jolocom’s
user-oriented infrastructure solutions to create decentralized identities,
communicate, and interact with verifiably trustable information.

How it works

Benefits

At the core of our solutions is a technologyagnostic protocol for communicating data
related to user identities. This protocol enables
the following functionalities related to digital
identity management:

By integrating Jolocom’s architecture with
your existing products and services, you can
always verify the following four parameters
about user credentials:

creating decentralized identities that can
be controlled by an individual person,
organization, or IoT device;
associating verifiable information to
identities;
requesting & consuming verifiable
information associated to identities.

The issuer of the credential,
The subject of the credential,
If the credential has been tampered with,
and
If the credential has been revoked or has
expired.

Services can integrate our
off-the-shelf implementation,
or design a custom deployment
for specific use cases.

Off-the-shelf
integration for SSO
Need a simple + secure login solution for your
users & customers?
Distributed
storage
backend
Public ledger

Ethereum integration
(Rinkeby Testnet)

User-facing
mobile app

Jolocom SmartWallet

Dev resources

Custom builds
& deployments
Building a new platform? Need a flexible,
scalable, and robust identity layer to support
user interactions across your ecosystem?

Command-line Interface
A simple tool for interacting with
the Jolocom identity infrastructure
from the command line.

Universal Resolver

The Jolocom Library
A library for interacting with
the Jolocom identity solution.

Generic Backend
A generic backend implementation
that makes use of the Jolocom
Library for authentication and
issuing credentials.

jolocom.io

IPFS integration

Documentation,
tools, specs, guides

The Jolocom
SmartWallet
A lightweight, secure, and
easy-to-use mobile app
for users to prove their
identity during service
interactions.

A Universal Resolver DID Driver
for the did:jolo identity space.

Registry Contract
A basic smart contract on top of the Ethereum
network that contains mappings between DIDs
and references (hashes) to DID Documents
persisted on IPFS.

Technical
Documentation
& Product Specs

Try the Jolocom SmartWallet
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